The research context for the article is constituted by two overlapping fields of research: sociology of religion and the study of religion and popu lar culture. The view here is that these fields are connected, as the relation between religion and popular culture is understood as an example of the overarching topic of the sociology of religion: the role of religion in con temporary society. The study of Christian rock, and its expression in music videos, is therefore approached here as part of the sociological study of the place of religion in contemporary society.
The study of religion and popular culture is here viewed as part of soci ology of religion, as the discussion on religion and popular culture consti tutes a discussion of the place of religion in contemporary society. When it comes specifically to Christian rock, I think one important sociological perspective is to discuss it as part of the attempts of institutional Christian ity to deal with modern society. Taking as a starting point Berger's (1967) discussion on the two possible strategies for religion in modern society, to accommodate or to resist, one could say that Christian rock is accommodat ing by using a contemporary form, but resisting by producing their own version of it. Christian rock is thus an arena for negotiation of the boundary between "Christian" and "secular", and the Christian music videos take part in this negotiation especially in the visual aspects of the videos.
Although the field of research in religion and popular culture is not large, there are some previous studies of Christian rock, among sociological stud ies most notably Howard & Streck (1999) . Some studies of Christian music videos have also been conducted (Reid & Dominick 1994; Gow 1999) . The main result of these studies, and a result that at least partly corresponds with the analysis here, is that the similarities between Christian music videos and videos of the secular mainstream are greater than the differences.
After these introductory remarks, the article continues with a brief contextual discussion of the phenomenon of Christian rock. A few words on the material itself and the problems surrounding the analysis of such material precede the main part of the article, which is a discussion of the videos themselves.
Christian Rock
Different forms of cultural expression have always been essential to the practice of various religious traditions. The use of music within Christianity is one example of this. Religious aesthetic expressions are often quite fixed and stable over time, as the same -or at least what is perceived as the same -expressions are used today as were used centuries ago.
But there are also examples of renewal and change in the forms that are used, and Christian rock, or "contemporary Christian music" (the terms are here understood as synonymous), is an obvious example of this. Christian rock attempts to be a "language in our time" (Lawhead 1982) 1 , and does not aim to use the same musical expressions as Christianity has used trad itionally, but rather to appropriate the forms of contemporary music. This appropriation includes the production of Christian counterparts to different (Howard & Streck 1999; Romanowski 2000; Häger 2003) .
1 "Rock: a language in our time" is how the Swedish title of Lawhead's "Rock reconsidered" would translate in English, and the title also covers the central argument of the book (and of other similar books, e.g., Thompson 2000) . 2 According to a survey quoted by Howard & Streck (1999, 44) The definitional discussion here serves several purposes. It provides part of the context for the article, and it helps to delimit the material stud ied. But it is also a fundamental starting point for describing the aim of the study. I will look at and discuss some videos that are at the outset defined as "Christian", as belonging to the genre of Christian rock. I will not try to see whether the studied videos are Christian or not, but I take the label "Christian" as already applied and in that sense given. given in an appendix. The collection was selected for material based on an assumption that it provides a crosssection of the mainstream of contem porary Christian music.
The discussion of Christian rock in the previous part of this article centred on this phenomenon as a genre of popular music. However, it is quite clear that the material analysed here is not merely or even primarily 4 There are 18 videos included on the European VHS tape that is my source. According to the Wow homepage WOWHits.com, the American VHS tape also includes "Jesus Freak" by dc Talk, and the DVD two additional "classic" (as they are labelled) videos. I will not include these older videos in my material, but comment briefly on one of the three videos which I have seen, "Jesus Freak", as it provides an interesting point of comparison.
"music" in any traditional sense. A music video is a visual object. It is also a very complicated form. It is not only one image but many; it is not only image but also sound; and the sound consists of both music and words.
The complexity of the material of course affects the analysis. The issues of possible relevance to an analysis of a material such as music videos are far too many and too complicated to sort out in this short text. I will therefore only attempt to outline the approach used here.
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The analysis focuses on the visual elements and how these can be seen as representations of Christianity. The discussion of music is limited to some brief descriptions of style. The lyrics are primarily discussed in the instances when it is thought that the images are textually anchored -i.e.
when the lyrics provide a "preferred reading" of the images (cf. Barthes 1977, 39-41) . The analysis focuses mainly on single frames, or, in practice, 
Discussion of the Videos
In this main part of the article, I will continue to discuss the videos on the Wow hits 2002 collection and elements in these videos which can be seen as visual representations of Christianity. I want to emphasize once more that the analysis is not a study of whether these videos are "Christian" or not, but an exploration into how the a priori definition -given in the title of the video tape -of these videos as part of a Christian tradition and institutional framework may be visually conveyed in the videos themselves.
The discussion of the videos is divided into two parts. The first part deals with visual elements that directly can be attributed to a Christian tradition, such as Christian symbols and depictions of (other) practices or objects re lated to institutional Christianity. The second part deals with images that can be seen as referring not primarily to a Christian symbol system but rather to elements of a lifestyle -in the videos mainly expressed by the appear ance of the artists -that may be connected with the form of Christianity to which Christian rock has its clearest institutional connections, American evangelical Christianity.
The main point of the analysis is to provide examples of images that may be interpreted as representations of Christianity. Since the object of study is the whole collection Wow hits 2002, the question of which image appears in which video is for the most part seen as irrelevant. In the case of reference to individual videos, the titles will be used (see Appendix). Some numer ical data regarding the number of examples of a particular type of image is provided occasionally, as part of the description of this particular collection of videos, but the analysis of the videos is qualitative.
Elements from Christian Tradition
The elements from Christian tradition found in the material are divided into two types: objects and gestures. The first object to be mentioned is church buildings. In the eighteen videos on the Wow hits 2002 tape, perhaps the clearest visual connection to Christian tradition is provided by setting parts of some of the videos in and/or outside of churches. In addition to this, one video shows a sign (that is completely readable only if one pauses the tape)
that reads "This area is church property". There are also interior settings that can be seen as being reminiscent of a church, but without providing enough detail or scope to allow the viewer to be certain.
"This road", which will be discussed further below, is primarily set in a church, and outside the church building. "Adore" is set partly inside a church, and partly in a location that in the narrative structure of the video can be interpreted as the stairs leading up to the church door. Inside the church, the artist (Jaci Velasquez) walks past stainedglass windows, on one of which the word "Holy" is readable. The singer then sings the end of the song standing in front of the altar, and the video ends with a tilt up towards the pulpit and the church organ.
Apart from the churches, only two other objects with a clear connection to
Christian tradition are visible in the videos. Both appear in dc Talk's "Since I met you". One is a cross, which appears to be a grave monument. The other is a Bible, in a shot of one of the group members sitting in a chair reading the Bible and making notes or perhaps underlining passages.
The other category of visual images that can be interpreted as refer ences to a Christian tradition in the studied video collection can be labelled This gesture is also used in other videos that do not contain live material, most notably in "Begin with me", where it occurs throughout the video.
Another type of gesture used is the "One way" sign, with an index finger pointing up to symbolize Jesus as the way (cf. McDannell 1995, 25, 253; Häger 2003) . On "My hope is in you", the gesture is textually anchored by the lyrics "Show me your way".
As mentioned in the notes and in the appendix, another video by dc Talk, This road that we travel may it be the strait and narrow 9 This is a reference to Matthew 7:14: "But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it" (in the New International Version). The song lyrics apparently express a hope that the "we" who are travelling, and singing, may be among the few to find this road, and the images on the video confirm this hope.
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In the visual context of the video, the road also takes on another meaning.
The two different settings used in the video, the American country church and the big Asian city, make up a contrast, emphasized by the difference in colour and grain of the footage, by the physical appearance of the people in the two settings, and details such as the Buddhist temple -a visual rep resentation of Buddhism that I interpret as a contrast to the church(es), emphasizing the Christian elements and their opposition to the foreign and non-Christian. This contrast in settings can be seen as a depiction of a categorization of "us" and "them", where the people and culture in the Asian setting come to represent "them", or the "Other".
Such an interpretation of the video's two settings, coupled with the depic tions of the evangelising activities of Jars of Clay in the Asian setting, and the people walking off at the end of the video, to my mind evokes a special aspect of the road: it is the road to the Other, to those who have not heard the gospel. Taken this way, the sum of the images on "This road" evokes a theme strongly emphasized in evangelical Christianity: the call to missionary work. This is further emphasized visually by a change in picture quality at the end of the video: as the band and the church group walk down the road, the picture changes from the sharp colour images of the American setting, to the grainy dull images of the Asian footage in the video.
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At the end of the video, a sign appears with the following dedication:
To our brothers and sisters who are persecuted and suffer for their faith... We will remember your chains. May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all (Wow hits 2002).
If one assumes that the "brothers and sisters" are exemplified by the Asians shown in the video, the persecution theme brings out another aspect of how
Western evangelical Christianity defines "us" and "them" -in this case
Christians in "the West" and persecuted Christians in "the East". 12 The last sentence further verbally anchors the video in Christian tradition: it is a Bible verse (from 2.Corinthians 13) and is traditionally used as a benedic tion in Christian liturgies.
The Appearance of the Artists
Despite a video such as "This road", the more or less explicit visual refer wear sleeveless tops and there are among the outfits a few dresses that could be described as eveninggowns, including some with bare shoulders.
The male artists are also dressed in what could be described as a decent fashion. There is one typical boy band featured on the tape, Plus One. Their video "God is in this place" is set entirely on a sandy beach, where the boys dance, play football and run around in the water. The young men in the video are however not dressed for swimming: they all wear shirts and trousers.
One member of the group wears his long-sleeved shirt unbuttoned for part of the video, and a few of them wear halflong trousers or knickerbockers.
In the whole collection, there are two male artists who wear shorts: one of the members of Jars of Clay, as the band performs in the American setting of their video; and a member of dc Talk, in a brief shot (among several in their video showing sports activities) from a golf course.
In comparison to many videos playing on MTV, the clothes style on the videos on Wow hits 2002 can then be described as quite proper. I do not have access to any information regarding the existence of an official dress code in the Christian music industry, although it seems quite likely that some set of rules would be applied. The appearance and dress of Christian rock artists is a however a topic in the Christian music press. Some of the most ardent critics of Christian rock (e.g., Godwin 1990; Arnroth 1993) discuss the issue, often focusing on long hair on men. Arnroth (1993, 79) states that the appearance of the artists is a "gigantic problem in the world of Christian rock" exemplified by "tight leather pants, torn jeans [and] outfits that hardly speak of purity and virtue".
The issue of appearance and clothing is discussed from a different per spective by one of the groups in the Wow hits 2002 collection. The lyrics of "Barlow girls" with Superchic(k) talks of girls' appearance, promoting modest dress:
dress to impress, can be oh so tempting you can get noticed with your body and concludes that "you might" but "you shouldn't". 14 The members of Superchic(k) also discuss the matter of their own appearance as Christian artists in interviews. In an interview in the leading Christian rock maga zine CCM Magazine 15 they criticize Britney Spears for "cavorting in sexually suggestive outfits while performing sexually suggestive routines", and are presented as an alternative to this popular female artist. 16 The text even calls the lead singer Tricia "antiBritney", and continues that both of the female band members "manage to stay trendy and accessorize their outfits without exposing skin". "It's about not making guys lust", guitarist Melissa
explains.
By discussing the clothing of both male and female artists in this article, I
obviously attempt to achieve some sort of gender balance. But it is also clear that the issue of appearance and being "sexually suggestive" is anything but genderneutral, and the statements of Superchic(k) could be discussed from a perspective inspired by feminism. As quoted above, the girls in Superchic(k) explicitly say that they do not wear anything that can be seen as too sexually enticing and that they do this out of respect for their male fans. It is the interests and needs of the men that are seen as important, and not whether the girls themselves want or do not want to "expose skin" or "dress to impress". But one could on the other hand of course also see the attempt to explain to teenage girls that they do not have to try to look like Britney Spears as an act of emancipation.
It seems that short skirts, cleavage or bare stomachs are excluded from the visual content of the Christian videos studied here, and the videos are quite different from many secular counterparts when it comes to content 14 Lyrics on Superchic(k) Unofficial Site and Wow hits 2002. The song has apparently been in spiring, since there is a web site, for girls who "Dress Modestly, Commit to Abstinence Until Marriage, Save Their Hearts for Their Future Husbands", using the song title in its name (Barlowgirl.net) . 15 I have accessed the interview on CCMMagazine.com. 16 Britney Spears is also easy to use as an explicit point of comparison of CCM videos with mainstream videos. Her attire and also her dancing exemplify a style that seems to be off limits for the CCM videos. See for example "I'm a slave 4 u" and "Don't let me be the last to know" (available on VH1.com: Britney Spears).
that can be interpreted as overtly sexual. But there are still elements in these videos that can be seen as ambiguous in that respect, both regarding artists' attire and action. The lead singer of Superchic(k) sings that girls should not (have to) "dress to impress", but in the video, she appears in tight leather or latex trousers and a tight sleeveless top, and with heavy make up. Similar attire is worn by other artists in the collection.
There are also poses and gestures that can be seen as ambiguous with respect to their sexual implications. This is perhaps the topic of discussion in this article where the subjective or cultural opinions of the viewer play the greatest part. Some would perhaps see the dance moves of Plus One or Jump5 17 as sexually suggestive, and others would notice the movements and glances of Jaci Velasquez. I will here discuss two examples of such ambiguity which I find interesting.
The first example is made up of two brief shots from Superchic(k)'s "Barlow Girl", where the lead singer -dressed as previously described -walks towards the camera, and (in the second shot) stops, puts her hands on her hips and begins to turn around, copying the typical movement of a model on the catwalk. In -perhaps ironically -mimicking a photo model, the singer puts herself in the place of a person whose role very much is to be looked at and admired for her looks, and invites the viewers of the video to see her as a photo model and someone who is desired for her good looks.
This produces ambiguity and perhaps even a contradiction between the lyrics and the video.
The second example that I will mention also concerns the relation be 
Concluding Remarks
The starting point for the discussion in this article is a word in the title of ance of the artists that is much less overtly sexual than many mainstream music videos. 20 As a contrast, see the discussion on the appearance of the pop star Madonna by Catholic priest and sociologist, Andrew Greeley (1988, 165) .
References to Christian tradition are not used very extensively, but were still quite clear in some videos, not least in those set in a church. There are also images not discussed here which could be interpreted as rather am biguous religious symbols, e.g., a conspicuous use of lighting effects. The narrative of some of the videos could also be interpreted as references to Christian tradition, as there are for example a few stories that could be seen as conversion narratives (notably in Rebecca St. James's "Reborn").
It seems to me quite clear that the videos on Wow hits 2002 are, in com parison to mainstream pop videos, quite "decent" when it comes to the way the artists dress; but, on the other hand, there is room for a noticeable sens ualism. This is more evident in some videos than others. One interpretation of this is that there are evidently certain -rather well defined -boundaries for what is accepted appearance and action in a(n American) Christian music video, but that the artists and the producers of these videos try to use all possibilities within these limits, and perhaps even try to stretch the boundaries somewhat.
However that may be, the tension between decency and sensualism is part of the ambiguity of these videos. This ambiguity can be seen as a cen tral aspect of the appeal and efficiency of music videos: they leave room for interpretation and thus encourage repeated viewing. It is even possible to suggest that Christian music videos may want to be particularly ambigu ous and leave special room for interpretation, since their viewers must be allowed to see them both -at least initially -as music videos, attractive and interesting as such, and as conveyers of a Christian message. The lack of clear Christian visual references in a majority of the videos -and in similar material studied by Reid & Dominick (1994) and Gow (1999) -supports such an assumption, since such references could be seen as reducing the ambiguity.
As previously stated, I see Christian rock as an arena where institutional
Christianity is negotiating its boundaries with contemporary society and culture. Using the expressions of popular music, including music videos, is a form of accommodation to contemporary society, but producing a particular Christian version of it, in order, for example, to provide entertainment for
Christian youth (Howard & Streck 1999) , constitutes an attempt to resist the influence of the contemporary, "secular" culture in the form of main stream popular music. Christian rock can be seen as an accommodation to the (musical) form of popular music, but a resistance towards its (lyrical) content. As for the visual aspects of the videos, they clearly represent an at tempt to accommodate to the form of music video when it comes to editing, Each video on the tape is preceded and followed by a text giving the title of the song, the name of the artist, the record company and homepage.
The title of the tape can be taken to indicate that it includes the best videos 
